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POLICY
It is the consensus of the CEOs of the law enforcement agencies in the First Judicial
District that a team of highly trained and skilled investigators, working under the authority
of the District Attorney and comprised of personnel from each participating law
enforcement agency and the District Attorney’s Office, be formed to investigate critical
incidents in which any law enforcement officer within the Judicial District uses deadly
force, or attempts to use deadly force, against a human being while acting under the
color of official law enforcement duties. Utilizing a multi-jurisdictional investigative team
protects the integrity of the investigation and provides an objective, dispassionate group
that will remain independent as they thoroughly investigate the critical incident. The role
of the Critical Incident Response Team is to fully investigate the use of deadly force,
typically through the discharge of a firearm by an officer(s), resulting in injury or death.
At the request of the involved agency’s CEO, the Critical Incident Response Team may
investigate other critical incidents/use of force situations resulting in deaths, in-custody
deaths or other non-traffic situations involving injury or death where an outside
investigation may assist in protecting the integrity of the case.
This investigation is not intended to take the place of the involved agency’s Internal
Affairs investigation. Both investigations can run simultaneously, but it is not the
responsibility of the CIRT team to review compliance with departmental policies. All
information received by the CIRT investigation will be turned over to the involved agency.
To ensure transparency and to reduce conflicts of interest, Critical Incident Response
Team members from the involved agency should not be used for critical duties related to
the CIRT investigation.
 Use of Team:
The Critical Incident Response Team will provide thorough,
comprehensive investigations of critical incidents described above. The Critical Incident
Response Team will be available to any requesting law enforcement agency CEO in the
First Judicial District.
 Investigative Costs/Equipment:
All normal personnel costs related to the
investigation shall be the responsibility of the agencies providing members to the team.
Critical Incident Response Team members, while responding to a “call out”, will be
deemed to be on duty. The requesting agency will provide all necessary equipment
and supplies required by the Critical Incident Response Team to conduct an
investigation. If specialized equipment is necessary, the costs of obtaining that
equipment will be the responsibility of the requesting agency. Any costs associated

with specialized testing required during an investigation will be the responsibility of the
requesting agency.
 Department’s Internal/Administrative Investigation:
The
involved
department’s administrative “internal” investigation will be conducted independent of
the Critical Incident Response Team investigation. The Critical Incident Response
Team investigation will have priority over the involved agency’s internal process.
 Assigned Personnel: The determining factor of being assigned to CIRT shall not be
based on an individual’s current assignment within their respective departments.
Consideration will be made to the individual’s desire, aptitude, and their ability to
demonstrate the necessary skill set to perform effectively with this team.
Departments wishing to provide a team coordinator shall provide a letter including the
individual’s qualifications and their relative job experience to the District Attorney’s
Office. The agency CEO shall include recommendations for the named individuals
along with the letter. The District Attorney shall determine the composition of the
team coordinators and shall communicate with the agency CEO if there are any
concerns regarding the appointment of the individuals to the team.
Coordinators will be responsible for identifying members of their agency to act as Team
Leaders and detectives and maintaining a current roster of team members.
Team leaders will primarily be of the rank of sergeant or above; however, exceptions
can be made by the team coordinators (i.e. no sergeants available, multiple use of
forces in short amount of time, etc). The number of detectives shall be limited to
facilitate team cohesion. The size of the team may be outlined by the team
coordinators to allow for unusual circumstances or multiple incidents.
Agencies within the county may wish to assign members as liaisons to the team. The
team coordinators will notify these liaisons of upcoming training and issues facing the
team. The liaisons will typically be utilized when their respective agency is involved in
an incident in which the team is deployed and the agency is not represented by a team
coordinator.
 Team Coordinator(s): Officers with command rank (Lieutenant, equivalent or
above), will be appointed to serve as a Team Coordinator. The District Attorney shall
determine the Coordinator’s suitability for the team and shall communicate with the
agency CEO if there are any concerns regarding the proposed appointment. Four
Coordinators will be selected to serve in this capacity. Team Coordinators or their
designee will have the following shared additional responsibilities:


There is no set on-call schedule for the Coordinators. It is incumbent for
the group of Coordinators to work together and communicate with each
other to be assured response from one Coordinator is the minimum
standard established. This does not preclude the opportunity for multiple

Coordinators to respond to the same critical incident. Determination must
be made at the on-set to the investigation as to who will have overall
control at the time. This should be a rotating process as not to burden any
one Coordinator or one agency. There may be other determining factors
that can change who will be in charge such as agency involved in the critical
incident, vacations and other agency and individual commitments. Other
Coordinators that elect to respond can be utilized for various tasks. In most
cases, they will provide support and utilize this as a training opportunity to
enhance cohesiveness and consistency as to how these investigations will be
conducted.





All Team Coordinators assigned to CIRT will be responsible for maintaining
the CIRT roster and assure that accurate call-out lists are available to the
District Attorney’s Office and all law enforcement agencies within the First
Judicial District. All agencies that participate in CIRT will be equally
responsible to see that the list of their respective personnel is accurate. If
there are changes to the list, a representative from the agency must make
immediate notification to the Team Coordinators.



The assigned Team Coordinators will be responsible for developing the less
experienced detectives assigned to the team. There must always be a
conscious effort to plan for succession and develop other investigators.



The Team Coordinators will be responsible for setting up meetings/training
for those assigned to the team. The training can consist of reviewing past
critical incident presentations, debriefing past call outs to discuss
procedures, guest speakers from other departments who have handled
recent officer involved uses of force, legal updates from the DA’s Office or
formal instruction classes designed to enhance skills on these types of
investigations. Team Coordinators are responsible for insuring that the team
members from their respective agencies attend as many trainings as
possible.

Involved Agency Liaison: When the CIRT team is called-out by the involved
agency, the involved agency will provide a command officer to act as a liaison to the
Team Coordinator identified as having overall control of the investigation. The Team
Coordinator and involved agency liaison will be clearly identified to all team members
and the DA’s Office at the initiation of the use of force investigation or as soon as
possible thereafter.
 Removal of Officer/Coordinator: Any team member may be removed upon the
recommendation of the Team Coordinator(s) and with the approval of the District
Attorney. A team member may also be removed by his/her agency’s CEO.

PROCEDURES FOR ACTIVATION AND USE OF THE
CRITICAL INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM
The First Judicial District Critical Incident Response Team will be activated at the
request of the CEO or the CEO’s designee of the law enforcement agency employing
the officer or officers involved in the use or attempted use of deadly physical force.
 Role of Team Coordinators: The Team Coordinators or a designee are
responsible for the notifications to the responding team members upon the request
of the involved agency. The team will normally be assembled as soon as possible at
the scene of the critical incident, however, the Team Coordinators or designee may
determine that due to a remote location or difficult surrounding circumstances, that
the team should be assembled at another location. After the assembly of the team
at the designated location, a briefing will be conducted concerning the incident once
all Critical Incident Response Team members are present on scene. An employee of
the involved agency that is not directly involved in the critical incident, the Team
Coordinator or a designee may provide the briefing information. At the conclusion
of the briefing, the Team Coordinators will assign team members to specific
investigative duties i.e., scene, interviews, background and criminal if necessary.
(Smaller agencies may require assistance to investigate criminal aspects as well as the
critical incident due to personnel shortage. The determination as to this being done
will rest with the coordinator responsible for the overall investigation. Other sources
may have to be called upon should the situation dictate.)
The Team Coordinators will identify to the group one team member (often a
Sergeant or a person identified as the “Team Leader”) who will have primary
oversight for the crime scene(s) and one team member (often a Sergeant or a
person identified as the “Team Leader”) who will have primary oversight of the
interviews.
 There will always be a minimum of one coordinator who will respond. Each
Communications Center has contact information for the Team Coordinators. The
Communication Centers will always contact the assigned Team Coordinators. The
Team Coordinators will determine among themselves who will take on the primary
responsibilities. All Team Coordinators, if available, may respond to assist and for
training purposes.
 Involved Agency Responsibility: The scene of a critical incident will be secured
and preserved by the involved agency. Care should be taken to make sure the scene is
undisturbed.

Other than essential law enforcement information needed to preserve public safety,
no information regarding this incident will be discussed until contact is made with
and the arrival of the Critical Incident Response Team Coordinator. The involved
agency’s officer(s) responsible for the written reports detailing their observations
should record any evidence that might be disturbed by any personnel rendering aid.
In addition to securing the scene, all witnesses to the event should be identified and
when possible, detained for interviews. If this is not possible, full name, addresses,
phone numbers, etc. will be collected for future interviews.
If officers are removed from the scene, the involved agency is responsible and
accountable for keeping officers separated. Also, the involved agency is initially
responsible and accountable for all evidence received from involved officers to
include weapon(s), clothing, gunshot residue, etc. The Critical Incident Response
Team Coordinators or designee will assume this responsibility once on scene. The
weapon(s) of all involved officers will be secured and preserved by a representative
of the Critical Incident Response Team when practical. Weapons not in the
possession of the involved officer(s) but at the scene should not be disturbed.
Detailed policies and procedures regarding scenes, duties and responsibilities, in
cases involving the death of an individual, may be found in the “Jefferson County
Homicide and Questionable Death Policies and Procedures.” The Critical Incident
Response Team should follow these policies and procedures as they apply to the
investigation being conducted.
 Evidence Collection: The agency who will be investigating potential criminal
charges against a non-law enforcement individual arising from or matters leading up
to the critical incident is presumed to be the agency responsible for evidence collection
and storage. If there are no potential criminal charges against a non-law enforcement
individual, it is the involved agency’s responsibility to collect and store all evidence
related to these events. It is recognized that for some agencies within the First
Judicial District, this may not be practical. Therefore, there are three primary Crime
Labs that may be called upon to assist in the evidence collection related to an officer
involved shooting. (Arvada PD, Jefferson County SO and Lakewood PD.) At least one
Critical Incident Response Team member will be assigned to work with the assigned
crime scene personnel. Said Critical Incident Response Team member(s) assigned to
evidence collection will oversee and coordinate the evidence collection and packaging.
This Critical Incident Response Team member will prepare a report detailing their
independent role in this process and their observations. It is imperative that all
evidence collected either by involved agency personnel immediately following a critical
incident, or the lab that responds to process the scene, be consecutively numbered for
better tracking.
 Evidence Processing: When possible, all involved officers or potentially involved
officers will be photographed, as they appeared at the time of the critical incident.
Special attention will be given to photographing any and all injuries sustained by all
involved officers, as well. All weapon(s) collected will also be photographed with a
name placard of the officer next to the weapon(s). All rounds will be collected and

accounted for from all officers involved. Furthermore, should the designated Team
Coordinator deem it necessary, all involved weapon(s) will be tested by the Colorado
Bureau of Investigation (CBI), Jefferson County Regional Crime Laboratory, or other
accredited laboratory for ballistics, functionality, and other evidentiary processing
deemed necessary. Submission of evidence to the Colorado Bureau of Investigation
shall be the responsibility of the involved agency, at the direction of a designee with
the Critical Incident Response Team.
 Additional Investigative Assistance: If the involved agency needs additional
assistance with the investigation of related criminal activity and/or the events
leading to the use of deadly force, the CEO should make a request for mutual aid,
independent of utilizing the Critical Incident Response Team.
Interviews of Involved Officers: Interviews will be conducted with all involved
officers as soon as possible during the investigation. A team of two Critical Incident
Response Team investigators will be assigned to interview each involved officer. All
interviews will be audiotaped and videotaped (if possible). If the involved agency does
not have the necessary equipment, the involved officer(s) will be transported to the
nearest agency equipped for such interviews. The location(s) of these interviews will be
at the discretion of the designated Team Coordinator. If the involved officer(s) or their
agency has requested psychological counseling prior to interviews, the designated Team
Coordinator or their designee should request that the counselor not discuss any facts
regarding the shooting with the involved officer(s) prior to the Critical Incident Response
Team interview.
If the involved officer(s) has requested to delay the interview for any reason, the
designated Team Coordinator or their designee should request that the involved officer
not discuss any facts regarding the critical incident with anyone other than their attorney
and that the involved officer refrain from viewing or listening to any media coverage
regarding the critical incident during the time of the delay. The Team Coordinator or their
designee, in conjunction with the involved officer(s) and their attorney, should schedule a
date, time and place for the interview to occur as soon as possible.
The fact that the involved officer requested a delay prior to being interviewed and the
length of that delay will be documented in any report or documents authored by the DA’s
Office.
If the critical incident was recorded via a dash-cam or body-worn-camera device, the
involved officer and their attorney will not be given access to that recording prior to their
interview. The recording may be made available, if practicable, to the designated Team
Coordinator or their designee and to the DA’s Office. Other team members may be given
access to that recording if necessary for immediate investigatory needs. However, the
content of that recording will not be provided to the Critical Incident Response Team
investigators who are assigned to interview the involved officer. After the conclusion of
the interview, the officer and their attorney will be given the opportunity to watch the
recording. The officer cannot be compelled to watch but they are encouraged to do so.

The Critical Incident Response Team investigators will watch the recording and may
conduct a follow-up interview with the officer.
As in every criminal investigation, the involved officer(s) has the right to an attorney at all
times during the CIRT investigation.
 Scene Management: All critical incident scenes will be treated as a crime scene
and investigated accordingly. All equipment and weapons of directly involved
officers must be secured at the scene. The officers directly involved in the incident
are the primary focus of the investigation. Secondary officers will be interviewed as
peripheral witnesses.


Miranda Advisement: The use of deadly physical force may not necessarily
constitute a criminal act. Therefore, a Miranda advisement may not be warranted in
all situations in which an officer uses such force. The designated Critical Incident
Response Team Coordinator will use their professional judgment and experience to
determine whether a situation requires a Miranda advisement. The legal advisor from
the District Attorney’s Office will be available to consult on this issue.



Eyewitnesses: Whenever possible, interviews with eyewitnesses will be audio and
videotaped. If a witness is unable to accompany the investigator to the nearest
agency with the necessary equipment, the designated Team Coordinator will
attempt to locate portable taping equipment.



Peripheral Law Enforcement and Lay Witness Interviews: If the Critical
Incident Response Team has insufficient resources to conduct all necessary
interviews in a timely manner, the involved agency may be utilized to conduct
interviews of any lay witnesses or peripheral law enforcement witnesses, including
those from the involved agency.



Criminal Investigation: It is the responsibility of the appropriate jurisdiction to
conduct the criminal investigation that may coincide with the investigation of the
officer involved shooting. It is recognized that members of the Critical Incident
Response Team may conduct interviews that are germane to the criminal
investigation. It is anticipated that this information will be shared in a timely
manner.



Transcription of Taped Interviews: Whenever possible, all audio/video taped
interviews of the directly involved officers and witnesses will be transcribed by the
team member’s agency. This is to relieve the involved agency of the burden and
allow for the transcription of interview tapes, so that the information may be
gathered and presented for review as expeditiously as possible. If
the team member’s agency is unable to transcribe the tapes, it is ultimately the
responsibility of the involved agency to transcribe the tapes. The involved agency
may elect to make a copy of the original audio/video tape for the team member to
transcribe rather than releasing the original tape. The original of all tapes will be

provided to the involved agency to be held as evidence.


Critical Incident Response Team Member Reports: Reports completed by
team members will be typed by the team member’s agency. This is to relieve the
involved agency of the burden and allow for the transcription of interview tapes, so
that the information may be gathered and presented for review as expeditiously as
possible. In some cases, alternative arrangements may be made with the approval
of the Team Coordinator(s). Critical Incident Response Team members are
responsible for delivering all reports to the Team Coordinator(s) at a time or date
specified by the designated Team Coordinator.



Use of the Critical Incident Response Team in non 1st Judicial District
jurisdictions: A law enforcement officer employed within the 1st Judicial District
may be involved in the use or attempted use of deadly force against a human being,
while acting under the color of official law enforcement duties, outside the 1st
Judicial District. The Critical Incident Response Team will not respond to this
incident as any investigation regarding this use of force will be conducted by a non1st Judicial District law enforcement agency.



Investigation Completion Goal: Recognizing that there are unexpected
circumstances that can cause delays with any criminal investigation, every effort will
be made to complete investigations and reviews in a timely manner. In an effort to
be expedient and complete with regard to all involved agencies and affected
personnel, the Team Coordinator(s) and their designees will strive to present the
facts of a critical incident to the District Attorney’s Office within three weeks of the
event. This includes the collection of all necessary paperwork, transcriptions and
other necessary information. The District Attorney’s Office will strive to complete the
review of the facts and determine if further investigation is required or if a decision
can be rendered within three weeks after receiving the information and the
presentation by the Team Coordinator(s) and their designees.
If there are delays in either the investigation or the disposition from the
District Attorney’s Office, and the above timeline cannot be met, an explanation will
be provided to the CEO of the involved agency by the Team Coordinator or the
District Attorney. It is imperative that the involved officers and the involved agency
be advised each step of the way. This timeline is built on reasonableness and is
subject to change due to complexity.

 Media/Relations/Public Information: The involved agency or agencies shall be
responsible for managing any media inquiries or public information immediately
following the incident, and up until the final CIRT Team Report. Upon presentation
of the CIRT Team Report to the DA’s Office and the involved agency CEO, the
responsibility for any media release/public information, if any, will be determined by
the District Attorney and the CEO of the involved agency.

ROLE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE
When the Critical Incident Response Team is activated, as part of the call-out procedure,
a Team Coordinator will notify the Chief Investigator or designee from the District
Attorney’s Office. After discussion between a Team Coordinator and the District Attorney’s
Chief Investigator, a determination will be made regarding the necessary response from
the District Attorney’s Office. The DA’s Chief Investigator will be responsible for notifying
the designated Senior Chief Deputy District Attorney and the on-call Chief Deputy District
Attorney. Both will be available to provide legal consultation. In most instances, one
Senior Chief DDA and one Chief DDA will respond.
PRESENTATION OF CRITICAL INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM REPORT
When the investigation is completed, it will be presented by the CIRT members
designated by the Team Coordinators to the District Attorney. The Team Coordinators
are responsible for notifying and scheduling the presentation with the District Attorney
and CEO of the involved agency. The CEO of the involved agency may request that the
Team Coordinators make a separate presentation to the involved agency.
In addition to the District Attorney, the presentation to the District Attorney will be
attended by Chief Deputies, Senior Chief Deputies, the DA Chief Investigator and any
other individuals designated by the Team Coordinators. No one involved in the critical
incident from the involved agency may attend the DA presentation.
DEFINITIONS


CEO: The person responsible for the law enforcement agency. Title for this
person may vary by agency, but typically would be known as “Sheriff”, “Chief of
Police”, “Director of Department of Public Safety”, etc.
If the CEO is
unavailable, the person chosen to act in the CEO’s stead will be given the
authority of the agency’s CEO for purposes of this policy and procedure.



Involved Agency/Requesting Agency: The law enforcement agency, which
employs the officer or officers, involved in the use of deadly physical force.



Involved Agency Liaison: Upon call-out of the CIRT Team, the involved
agency will designate an officer with command rank (Lieutenant, equivalent or
above) who will act as a liaison between the CIRT On-Call Team Coordinator
and the involved agency, and assist in facilitating the CIRT investigation
process. The involved agency commander may delegate this responsibility.



Involved Officer or Officers: The law enforcement officer or officers who
used or attempted to use deadly physical force, which resulted in activation of
the Critical Incident Response Team’s investigation.



Team Coordinators: Officers with command rank who have been appointed
as CIRT Team Coordinators are responsible for coordinating critical incident
investigations for the First Judicial District.
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We, the undersigned, as duly appointed heads of our respective agencies within the First Judicial
District, State of Colorado, by affixing our signatures hereto, do recognize the necessity for and
approve the policy and procedures as set out herein and will instruct all appropriate personnel to
adhere to this policy effective immediately. Further, we will also ensure that appropriate training
efforts will be made to implement this document.

JEFFERSON COUNTY DISTRICT
ATTORNEY’S OFFICE

WHEAT RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

Peter A. Weir, District Attorney

Daniel Brennan, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:

ARVADA POLICE DEPARTMENT

COLORADO STATE PATROL

Link Strate, Chief of Police

Steve Garcia, Major, District Commander

DATED:

DATED:

BLACK HAWK POLICE DEPARTMENT

EDGEWATER POLICE DEPARTMENT

Stephen Cole, Chief of Police

John Mackey, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:

GILPIN COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

LAKEWOOD POLICE DEPARTMENT

Bruce Hartman, Sheriff

Daniel McKasky, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:
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GOLDEN POLICE DEPARTMENT

LITTLETON POLICE DEPARTMENT

William Kilpatrick, Chief of Police

Doug Stephens, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:

JEFFERSON COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE

MORRISON POLICE DEPARTMENT

Jeff Shrader, Sheriff

George Mumma, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:

LAKESIDE POLICE DEPARTMENT

MOUNTAIN VIEW POLICE DEPARTMENT

Robert Gordanier, Chief of Police

Mark Toth, Chief of Police

DATED:

DATED:

STANDARD INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
First Judicial District
Critical Incident Response Team

These questions represent a suggested list of questions that should be asked of any officer
who is involved in the use of deadly physical force, or who witnesses the uses of deadly
physical force by another officer. Depending on the circumstances, the Critical Incident
Response Team Member may determine that additional questions are necessary for
the completion of a thorough investigation.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Ensure that involved officers and witnesses have been separated.
Tape-record all interviews of Officers or Civilians that have 1 s t hand knowledge of the incident. Do not ask
leading questions.
Discuss in detail the suspect' s actions.
Collect and preserve all appropriate evidence. Canvass the scene to locate all witnesses.
Clarify all ambiguous words to ensure accurate reporting. Pay particular attention to words that imply
excessive force' "slammed '" "thrown '" "shoved '" "forced '" etc .
Clarify all reported statements to ensure the words used by the witness were words used by the involved
person not the witness' embellishment. For example, "He was like, get the fuck down." Did the officer
actually use profanity or was the witness using it for emphasis.
Recap or summarize the story given to ensure you have all the details and let them correct you if they need
to.

ALLOW THE OFFICERS TO GIVE YOU THEIR ACCOUNT OF THE INCIDENT
WITHOUT INTERRUPTING!
State of mind is CRITICAL, let them tell you the story!!

OFFICER INVOLVED SHOOTING INTERVIEWS AND SIGHT OFFICERS INTERVIEWS:
 What was your assignment?
 What was your call sign?
 What is your height and weight?
 Do you wear glasses or contacts?
 Do you have any specific training?

 What is your law enforcement experience?
 Did you have a partner or back-up officer?
 If so: were you the driver or passenger?
 What type of vehicle were you in? (marked, undercover, personal)
 Were you in uniform? If not, why? Describe what you were wearing?
 What brought you to the location of the incident?
 What was your probable cause to contact/detain suspect?
 What additional information did you receive?
 Did you or your partner update your statuses? (Enroute, Code Six)
 Was this done on the air or on the MDT?
 What information did you have about the suspect prior to contact?
 Were you able to develop a plan prior to contacting the suspect?
 What was your direction of approach?
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 How did you place your vehicle and why?
 What was your communication with your partner or back up Officers when you arrived?
 What communication, verbal/non-verbal, was exchanged between officers?
 How many officers responded? Who were they if you know?
 Was the suspect armed?
 What was the weapon?
 Was the weapon recovered?
 What commands did you or your partner give the suspect?
 Did he/she appear to understand the commands?
 Were the commands given in any language other than English?
 What additional resources did you request? (Addition units, etc.)
 Did you broadcast any suspect information and/or crime broadcasts?
 During the incident, were you aware of your partner's actions?
 What was the lighting like? If it was dark, did you use a flashlight?
 What was available for cover/concealment?
 Did you draw your gun? Why/Why not?
 What was your primary weapon?
 What type of holster do you use?
 Do you carry a backup weapon?
 Did you draw or use your back up weapon?

3
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How did you hold the gun?
When and why did you holster?
How was your gun loaded? (For shotgun/rifle use)
Did you have an extra magazine(s)?


Were the extra magazines fully loaded?
Did you reload? Tactical/Speed?
Did you reload after your final rounds?
Why did you fire? (Who, what, when, where, why, how)
How many rounds did you fire?
Did you assess? How often and when did you assess?
What was your target?

 What were the suspect's response and/or action?
 Where was the suspect in relation to you?
 What was your direction of fire?
 What was your sequence of fire? (Fast, pairs, bursts, etc.)
 What was your background?
 Did you have cover?
 Did you have any other alternatives or options?
 What was your stance and position? (One-handed, two- handed, barricaded)
 Did you move between series of shots?
 Why did you move?
 Did you see anyone else draw his/her gun?

 What less lethal options did you have available on your person?
 What less lethal options did you have available in your car?
 Did you see your partner use any type of force?
 Did you or your partner use any type of force other than what was reported?
 Are you aware of anyone using a personal tape-recorder during the incident?
 Are you aware of anyone taking photos before, during, after the incident?
 Who, if anyone, handcuffed the suspect?
 How was the suspect handcuffed? (In detail)
 Who removed the handcuffs and why?
 Did you or anyone else search the suspect?
 Was the suspect injured?
 Were any officers injured?
 Did the suspect make any statements?
 Who made the request for an ambulance? Requested through Dispatch?
 How soon after the incident was under control was medical called?
 Who rode in the back of the ambulance?
 Did a supervisor respond?
 Did you or anyone else give the supervisor a public safety statement?
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If you know, what was said?

 What actions did the supervisor take?


Who monitored you following the shooting? Who transported you back to the station?

 Were you with any other officer during transportation?
WITNESS OFFICERS:

 Did you see any officer fire?
 Where were you positioned at the time(s) the officer fired?


How many rounds do you think he/she fired?



Where was he/she in relation to the suspect?



What was his/her direction of fire?



What was his/her sequence of fire? (Fast, slow, pairs, bursts, etc.)

Date: ____________________________________
Time: __________________________________
Location of Interview:
Officer/Deputy:

Attorney present:
Interviewed by:
Was interview -- video recorded

audio recorded only
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